Submitting Abstract Proposals for ISIR 2014:

Please consult ISIR’s website for submitting abstract proposals for individual presentations and symposia; registration and lodging information are found there as well.

http://www.isironline.org

Lifetime Achievement Award Address:
My Intelligence Top Ten: rewound/remixed
IAN J. DEARY
University of Edinburgh

Keynote Address:
Who Are the Costliest Members of Society?
AVSHALOM CASPI & TERRIE MOFFITT
Duke University

President’s Symposium:
Intelligence & Creativity: Current issues
REX E. JUNG
University of New Mexico
HARRISON J. KELL
Vanderbilt University
PAUL J. SILVIA
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
OSHIN VARTANIAN
Defence Research and Development Canada
EMANUEL JAUk
University of Graz

President’s Invited Address:
What exactly makes the difference? The impact of intelligence on academic learning
ELSBETH STERN
ETH Zürich

Distinguished Contributor Interview:
IAN J. DEARY
University of Edinburgh

Holden Memorial Address for Distinguished Scientific Journalism:
The Elephant in the Room: Talking about Individual Differences to the Press
SUSAN PINKER
Psychologist, author of The Sexual Paradox and The Village Effect

LOCAL HOSTS:
Prof. Aljoscha Neubauer and Dr. Mathias Benedek,
University of Graz,
aljoscha.neubauer@uni-graz.at;
mathias.benedek@uni-graz.at